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A unique Invite



In this 21st century, a century – where our world is dreaded by increasing order of disasters: human and natural, climate change, injustice, inequity, environment crises, wouldn’t you like to lead a life which is healthy, peaceful, content and in harmony with its surroundings which causes less harm to society and environment you inherit? Wouldn’t you be interested to learn something which our ancestors knew but we are fast forgetting in this energy guzzling technologically driven world and learn alternate ways to succumb our high carbon lifestyles? Wouldn’t you like to see and understand how traditional Indian culture was inherently eco-friendly and imbibed principles of sustainability in its ways and forms? Wouldn’t you like be a part of a socially and ecologically conscious mega event with minimum carbon footprint? Would you? If ‘yes’ is an answer to the above, come be a part of this unique event and take a sneak peek into an socially, culturally and ecologically driven Jain ‘Diksha’ ceremony which would give hope that we humans can only be the solution of environment and social crises that we have created in the first place. Come get inspired to inherit changes in your lifestyles and your decisions to more socially just and ecologically conscious choices. If you are an ecologically driven person, this is an event not to be missed. This event will not only highlight Jain tradition's ‘Diksha’ ceremony but also its obvious links with ecology. ‘Diksha’ ceremony of Jain community involves renouncement of worldly materialistic pleasures in order to attain ‘moksha’, where men and women, young and old who choose such path, become monks for life. This event you would be witness 24 ‘Dikshas’. Hitruchi Vijayji Maharaj saheb, son of a diamond merchant from Mumbai, who became a monk two decades ago and decided to revitalise the Jain philosophy’s obvious links with ecology. Jain religion’s philosophy manifests inherent ecological consciousness in the most extensive of ways. It professes ways of living which are based on strict nonviolence to all creatures. As for the monks themselves, no ecologist or environmentalist in the world can match their simple and frugal life-style (or extremely low carbon footprint) which they adopt after their initiation. They simply walk barefoot for the rest of their lives, completely disregarding modern forms of transport. They will always possess only two pieces of clothing. If you decide to accept our invitation to come for the event, you should first make it for the Varghoda procession, which takes place on 24th April, one day prior to the diksha ceremony. The Varghoda involves the final journey of the monk-initiate through the community, prior to renunciation. During the procession through select streets of the city, the patrimony of the initiate (to which has been added equal shares from the family and others) is flung to the thousands who congregate on either side of the slowly weaving parade. There is a festive air, as the monk-initiate literally throws all her earthly belongings and wealth to the people in the street. She maintains a beatific look on her face, as she



renounces all, so she can adopt a life of tyaag (penance) and move with determination towards moksha (liberation). It would be a matter of great privilege to invite you for an event that the world rarely sees or witnesses, a ceremony which will leave an indelible impact on all the persons who are witness to it. Important details: Venue: Cricket Stadium, Ahmedabad Date: 24-25 of April, 2015 Time: 8 am onwards both days Guests expected: >10,000 If you are ecologically driven, what you should look out for and appreciate while you attend this event? How would this event mark itself different on being high on socially just and ecologically conscious scale (low carbon event)? This event promotes: 1) Minimum Energy use: a) No fuel dependent Transportation use: For the Varghoda, no motor vehicles are used, only elephants, horse carriages, bullock carts, camels and camel carts. The intention is clear: first, no carbon pollution; two, all these animals are hired together with their care-takers, so that plenty of local people involved in these trades are recruited and enabled to earn a legitimate income from these activities. b) No Electricity use: Besides discarding automotive transport during the Varghoda, the diksha ceremony itself on the following morning will also avoid other “gifts” of modern civilization. Electricity will not be used for lighting. Illumination will come from hundreds of lamps using castor oil, a traditional custom. There will be no announcements made using mikes or PA systems. c) Vegetarian Food: The community hosting the diksha (which is largely the families of those who have decided to become monks) will organise to feed 30,000 people during the day. All of it will be strictly vegetarian and all of it cooked only with waste pieces of wood and no gas cylinders (Natural gas/ LPG is a non-renewable resource unlike wood). Food grains and other items used in the rasoi (kitchen) will be transported there only in camel carts and bullock carts. Food is expected to served to about 30,000 people. The ingredients used for cooking will be hand-pounded and will include hand-ground masalas, bullock-milled cold pressed oil, hand-churned atta and hand-made ghee, thus promoting minimum energy use. d) Brass utensils use: Brass and Bronze has been traditionally used in Indian kitchen ware and thus food for



the event will be prepared in traditional brass utensils and would be served in bell metal (Kansa) plates. Brass is an alloy made by smelting 67% Copper and 23% Zinc. Brass is a good conductor of heat and retains heat well. Being a good conductor of heat would need less energy for cooking thus saving cooking fuel. Also Copper and Zinc are also essential nutrient in our daily diet. And, its antimicrobial property is becoming increasingly important to the prevention of infection. Thus apart from reviving the traditional enterprise around the brass utensil makers it has health benefits as well.



2) Minimum waste creation: a) The mandap will be of cotton and khadi. All traditional costumes worn will be made from khadi and will be manufactured using vegetable dyes and hand-stitched, meaning more employment for the local community. b) All flowers used for the rituals and for decoration will be locally grown. c) Invitations to the event are written elegantly by hand, using herbal ink on handmade paper, utilising the skills of indigenous calligraphers. The event will include an exhibit of the scriptural texts of the Jains, all meticulously written with herbal inks on handmade paper. The employment of local calligraphers is an important focus of the effort of the Jain community to maintain strong links to its traditions. Every banner will be painted using natural vegetable colours on khadi (handspun) textile.



3) Socially Conscious event : Thus this diksha ceremony is being meticulously planned to ensure full and total regard for ecology, environment, local livelihoods and tradition (which is strictly pro-Jain and disregards everything that is possibly Western). The attention to detail is simply astonishing. It displays the acute devotion of people to the world of their tradition and their ability to carve out a niche for themselves that is outside the boundaries of modernity on the grounds that modernity continues to remain bereft of virtue and cares little for either people, animals or other living creatures.



If you are ready now and keen to travel to Ahmedabad to participate in the diksha, please contact the following cell number or email. We will make the necessary accommodation for you in the city and ensure that you remain an important guest of the community for both the days.



RSVP: Shri Anil Shah, Contact phone: +91 9574479888 Contact email: [email protected] Yours Sincerely, Ms Chinmai Hemani Climate change and sustainability professional, India
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